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Personalized predictions have shown promises in various disciplines but they are fundamentally constrained in their ability to
generalize across individuals. These models are often trained on limited datasets which do not represent the fluidity of human
functioning. In contrast, generalized models capture normative behaviors between individuals but lack precision in predicting
individual outcomes. This paper aims to balance the tradeoff between one-for-each and one-for-all models by clustering
individuals on mutable behaviors and conducting cluster-specific predictions of psychological constructs in a multimodal
sensing dataset of 754 individuals. Specifically, we situate our modeling on social media that has exhibited capability in
inferring psychosocial attributes. We hypothesize that complementing social media data with offline sensor data can help to
personalize and improve predictions. We cluster individuals on physical behaviors captured via Bluetooth, wearables, and
smartphone sensors. We build contextualized models predicting psychological constructs trained on each cluster’s social
media data and compare their performance against generalized models trained on all individuals’ data. The comparison
reveals no difference in predicting affect and a decline in predicting cognitive ability, but an improvement in predicting
personality, anxiety, and sleep quality. We construe that our approach improves predicting psychological constructs sharing
theoretical associations with physical behavior. We also find how social media language associates with offline behavioral
contextualization. Our work bears implications in understanding the nuanced strengths and weaknesses of personalized
predictions, and how the effectiveness may vary by multiple factors. This work reveals the importance of taking a critical
stance on evaluating the effectiveness before investing efforts in personalization.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, research has developed several passive sensing approaches to improve our understanding of
human behavior both longitudinally and scalably. Simultaneously, research has utilized ubiquitous social media
platforms as a “passive sensor” [106] and an unobtrusive source of behavioral data, which is self-recorded and
self-initiated by individuals in naturalistic settings. Because this data contains language and social interactions, it
is a unique form of verbal and social sensor, unlike several physical sensing modalities. A large body of research
reveals the potential of inferring psychological constructs with social media [29, 46, 112].
However, social media data may not include the valuable contextual information that drives posting and
presentation behaviors. For instance, even within the same emotional state, individual Facebook posting behavior
varies [73]. This interaction of various factors underscores the idea of the Social Ecological Model [15] in which
psychological constructs are embedded in a complex interplay between individual, social, and environmental
factors. In fact, even posting (or not posting) can be dictated by external factors that vary for every person.
Therefore, social media based sensing is unique in its sensitivity to factors driving an individual’s self- initiation,
motivation, and presentation. This between-person variability in data may impact predictions of an individual’s
underlying psychology, routines, and other personal attributes. Incorporating additional offline context that
captures factors affecting online behavior could boost the ability of social media to predict individual outcomes.
Personalizing, where models are tuned and optimized for each individual [102] can overcome between-subject
variability. Indeed, personalized modeling methods are gaining attention in the disciplines of social science,
psychology, and health, including precision medicine and digital phenotyping [54, 56, 63, 82, 87]. Person-centered
methods can glean a more comprehensive understanding of an individual, and in some cases explain their outcomes
better than variable-centered or generalized methods (i.e. focusing on global variables that are measured through
the same means for everyone in a target population) [70, 103, 135]. A variety of personalized predictions have
also been conducted in computing, particularly in content recommendation and data mining [115]. Drawing on
such approaches, we can consider predictions by building individual-level models. However, such approaches
would be impeded due to the temporal sparsity of social media data (because individuals post on social media
only at discrete intervals). Alternatively, we can consider stratifying individuals on demographic attributes
such as age, race, and gender. However, these attributes are not only privacy-intrusive but are also static and
exclusionary. Demographic attribute-based stratified modeling has been identified by the Fairness, Accountability,
Transparency literature to reinforce stereotypes and existing societal biases, and even exacerbate them [53, 58, 96].
Additionally, these approaches may not have sufficient data for a particular demographic or marginalized group.
Using dynamic features shared more broadly can be a better alternative.
This work avoids demographic based and personalized modeling shortcomings by embracing multimodal
sensing in capturing behavior and context, in the form of “small data” about a person [37]. In particular, we
propose a person-centered approach similar to computational phenotyping (in which machine learning identifies relevant predictors of an outcome shared across individuals), that leverages passively collected dynamic
attributes spanning phone use, physical activities, mobility, and work behaviors. Data is collected from Bluetooth
beacons, smartphones, and wearables. We then obtain clusters (or groups) of individuals who demonstrate
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similar combinations of multidimensional offline behaviors. Clustering individuals is theoretically motivated in
that people’s offline behaviors drive online (or social media posting) behaviors and vice-versa. Clustering also
serves to capture both within-individual heterogeneity and between-individual homogeneity. This approach is a
middle-ground between “one-for-each” and “one-for-all” models, thereby aiming to balance the drawbacks of
extremely personalized (one or few individuals per model) which may not generalize or consolidate findings
across individuals, and extremely generalized models, which face difficulty in generating precise predictions per
individual and can also be impeded by variability in individual data quality and completeness. Our work draws
motivation from clustering based approaches previously adopted in digital phenotyping research with electronic
health records to identify comorbidity of symptoms [33] and to compare and summarize clinical models [45].
We hypothesize that contextualizing on offline and naturalistic behaviors can provide a degree of personalization
and improve predicting psychological constructs with social media. Combining multiple sensing modalities in
this manner can allow us to leverage complementary strengths of different sensing techniques. Additionally, this
approach can provide a theoretical lens of understanding the interaction between offline and online behaviors
that is useful in both research and in practice. This paper, therefore, targets the below research aims:
Aim 1: To predict psychological constructs with social media in a person-centered approach of contextualizing
people’s offline physical behaviors.
Aim 2: To evaluate how contextualized predictions compare against generalized prediction models.
Aim 3: To examine how social media language associates with offline behavioral contextualization.
This paper uses data from the Tesserae project [75], a year-long multisensor study of 757 individuals, where 572
provided social media (Facebook) data. Consented participants provided self-reported measures of psychological
constructs of cognitive ability, personality traits, affect, and wellbeing, which serve as ground-truth in this study.
We use this data to achieve the aims above, through three-fold contributions:
First, our work contributes an approach of building contextualized person-centered models that predict psychological constructs from naturalistic passive data describing a multitude of contextual factors. We build contextualized models trained on each cluster’s social media data and compare the performance against generalized models
trained on the entire social media dataset of all participants, as is typically done.
Second, our work provides insights about the relative performance of predicting psychological constructs
with generalized and contextualized models. Our evaluations reveal that contextualized predictions show a
significant increase in predicting anxiety, sleep, and personality traits. However, we find no significant difference
in predicting affect, whereas a significant decrease in predicting cognitive ability.
Third, we critically discuss the tradeoff between personalization and statistical power, and the importance of
evaluating the costs and benefits of personalizations as implications in research and practice. We construe that
the utility of contextualizing on offline behavior for social media based predictions relies on the strength of the
theoretical associations between a construct of interest and offline manifestations of the construct. Additionally,
personalized models are not only costly but may also be impacted by the limitations associated with smaller
training data sizes compared to generalized models. Theoretically, our work can be useful in behavioral modeling in
emergent fields like human-centered machine learning, as well as to generate hypotheses for future investigations
that leverage the relationship between passively sensed behavior and psychological constructs.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Assessing Psychological Constructs
Traditionally, psychological constructs such as personality traits, affect, anxiety, and mood have been captured
using interviews and survey instruments [22]. These survey instruments are psychometrically validated and act
as “gold standard” measurements for capturing quantifiable construct scores. However, these approaches are
highly reliant on a respondent’s retrospective recall and subjective assessment, can be subject to bias, and also
can be costly and burdensome to distribute frequently and at scale [42, 43].
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To mitigate some of the confounds of static long-form survey instruments, ecological momentary assessments
(EMA) (also termed as experience sampling) have been adopted as a methodology over the past few decades [114,
122]. In this technique, participants are prompted to respond to survey items in-the-moment and within their
natural context. EMAs have many advantages over traditional research designs for characterizing complex
psychological processes [122]. With the advances in mobile active-sensing technologies (e.g. smartphones), EMAs
can be now be conducted at scale. Accordingly, EMAs are now extensively used in ubiquitous computing research.
For example, the photographic affect meter [90], an EMA that records in-the-moment affective states, has been
incorporated as a mobile EMA and used in multiple multimodal sensing studies [10, 17, 93, 130]. Although
better than static survey instruments on many fronts, active sensing comes with limitations of scale, access,
and affordance [114]. The EMA methods often disseminated through prompts induce a response burden on
participants through disruptions [123]. This requires a balance between the construct validity of distributing
short survey items responses with participant compliance [17, 44].
Consequently, unobtrusive and low burden passively sensed data has emerged to complement active sensing
data. The ubiquity and widespread use of smartphones and wearables allow researchers to capture longitudinal
and dense human behavior at scale [130, 131]. Recent work by Stachl et al. on predicting Big 5 personality traits
using passive sensing data from smartphones with a large participant sample (n = 642). However, such data
collection can only be done prospectively, or only during the participation period of studies. To obtain historical
or before-study data of individuals, researchers have recently started to leverage social media as a passive sensing
modality, which enables unobtrusive data collection of longitudinal and historical data of individuals that is
self-recorded in their naturalistic settings [106].
Motivated by the above literature, we combine the complementary strengths of multimodal sensing to understand psychological constructs. Our work builds prediction models specific to clusters of individuals based on
offline behaviors. Such an approach provides theoretical benefits of understanding how different offline behaviors
are associated with online (social media) behaviors.

2.2

Social Media as a Passive Sensing Modality

A rich body of research has demonstrated that social media technologies provide several benefits as a passive
sensing modality [23, 29, 76, 106]. Social media is low-cost, large-scale, non-intrusive to collect, and can comprehensively reveal naturalistic patterns of mood, behavior, cognition, psychological states and social milieu
[46, 66, 113]. Prior work has leveraged social media data at scale to quantitatively identify mental health attributes
such as mood, stress, suicidal ideation, depressive and psychotic symptoms [21, 29, 36, 106]. Culotta studied that
social media data can be useful in predicting county-level health and wellness metrics [23].
In this regard, social media language based research builds on the vast success of psycholinguistics research,
notably by Pennebaker and colleagues [19, 88, 124], who have studied how language reveals psychological
markers in a variety of states and contexts. The same group of authors also developed the Linguistic Inquiry and
Wordcount (LIWC) — a lexicon of linguistic markers grounded with psychometric validity [124], which has also
been found to work well on short texts and social media data [23, 29, 36, 106]. Prior work has also harnessed social
media for analyzing personality traits and their relationship to psychosocial wellbeing, through machine learning
and linguistic analysis [48, 91, 92, 109, 112]. Schwartz et al. revealed that social media language predicts individual
wellbeing [113], and Kosinski et al. predicted a range of sensitive personal attributes including sexual orientation,
ethnicity, religious and political views, personality traits, intelligence, happiness, use of addictive substances,
parental separation, age, and gender by simply using “likes” on Facebook [62]. The authors used social media
data to build predictive models of ground truth psychological construct scores obtained from psychometrically
validated survey instruments administered to participants. In the context of predicting Big Five personality
traits [117], which has been investigated extensively in this domain, social media data driven predictions have
yielded some of the most precise automatic predictions compared to other data modalities [86].
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However, each stream has limitations. In the case of social media, it suffers from data sparsity, and not everyone
is equally active on it [106, 137]. Therefore, the variability in the use of social media across individuals may
impact the predictive capabilities of models built on “all” individuals’ datasets — e.g., some features may have
high-variance, some features’ effects may be washed out, and some features may be downplayed by other features,
although these could bear significant signals for certain cohorts of individuals. This paper addresses the above
gap by proposing a methodology to adapt predictions on social media data per cohorts of “similar” individuals on
the basis of their offline and physical behavior (captured using in-the-wild sensing technologies). Our work is
motivated by the recent success of machine learning approaches in the ubiquitous computing and multimodal
sensing studies to infer latent human behavioral attributes [30, 95, 99, 136]. Further, if certain offline behaviors
mirror online behaviors [14, 40, 130], then social media data when contextualized with offline behaviors should
improve predictions of the constructs that share strong relationships with offline behaviors. We examine this by
looking across a range of psychological constructs of cognitive ability, personality traits, affect, and wellbeing.

2.3

Need for Person-Centered Predictions of Psychological Constructs

In recent years, researchers in psychology and clinical assessment have stressed a greater need to better understand
the individual variability and context surrounding psychological constructs and how they are measured [63,
135]. Hekler et al. elaborated how new technologies, methods, and research frameworks from social and behavioral
sciences can play a key role in precision health [54]. The Social Ecological Model posits that psychological
constructs are deeply embedded in the complex interplay between an individual, their relationships, their context,
and their behaviors and experiences [15]. Research into factors that predict constructs by focusing on both
general global variable focused analyses and more person-centric analyses [56] found that the predictors from
both analysis frameworks can sometimes be quite different, each contributing novel insights into the behavioral
predictors of the construct in the social context in which they are measured. Laursen et al. found that global
variable measurements of social support in various relationships influenced different dimensions of interpersonal
competence independently, however person-centered analyses found that social-support measurements in
relationships have an aggregate effect on all dimensions of inter-personal competence [63]. Howard and Hoffman
further noted that variable-centered, person-centered, and person-specific (fully individualized) approaches
in social science are not necessarily competitive, rather, should be considered complementary approaches in
methodological, statistical, and theoretical differences [56].
In the area of diagnosing and detecting psychopathology, recent research has suggested that general psychiatric
evaluations may often do a poor job at describing an individual patient’s psychopathology, especially when an
individual presents many heterogeneous issues and experiences of symptoms [135], and that more personalized
(i.e. idiographic) statistical models have shown promise in modeling a specific person’s psychopathology and
generating best-fit interventions [41, 135]. Computational phenotyping, a set of parameters, derived from neural
and behavioral data, which characterize an individual’s cognitive mechanisms, has been shown to improve our
understanding of personality, development, fluid intelligence, and psychopathology [87]. Recent advancements
gained of fine-grained temporal resolution with passive data collection, and automated statistical procedures
have enabled exploration into the utility of personalized models in these domains [24, 26, 51, 64, 65, 97, 102].
In the area of predicting psychological constructs from multimodal sensing, the traditional approach has been
to build generalized (or variable-centered) models that combine all behavioral features derived from sensing
modalities into a single model predicting outcome variables (e.g. [1, 10, 131]. However, the promise of more
personalized models encourages exploring this approach in multimodal sensing. For instance, significant research
has focused on building models to predict depression from individuals’ social media behavior [13, 29, 67]. On
clinical psychometric surveys to measure depressive symptoms, e.g. the Center for Epidemiological Studies
Depression Scale (CES-D) [94], certain items are relatively and intentionally vague like “I felt sad”. However, the
behavioral context that contributes to a subjective rating of sadness likely varies between individuals — for some,
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a lack of interpersonal interaction may be the strongest conscious or unconscious factor contributing towards
sadness, while for others a lack of mobility and sleep may be stronger contributing factors.
While generalized models may lack precision in predicting individual outcomes, highly personalized models
may not consolidate theoretical findings across individual models, and suffer from variability in data quality
across individuals. Person-centric assessment has therefore been cited as a matter of degree that is dependent on
the specific research problem [135]. In our work, we take a middle ground approach between a purely generalized
approach and a purely personalized approach, that aims to capture between-individual homogeneity and withinindividual heterogeneity of information. We use offline sensors to group individuals into a few behavioral clusters,
and then build cluster-specific prediction models of a wide range of psychological constructs using social media
data. To our knowledge, our work is the first to evaluate the utility of this approach with data obtained from a
large-scale and longitudinal multimodal sensing study.

3

STUDY AND DATA

We deploy social media as a passive sensing modality of psychological constructs in a large-scale multisensor study,
Tesserae [75]. This study recruited 757 participants (of which 754 completed enrollment) who are information
workers belonging to diverse geographical areas, job roles, and organizations in the U.S. The participants were
requested to remain in the study for either up to a year or through April 2019. They were enrolled from January
2018 through July 2018. They either received a series of staggered stipends up to $750 or they participated in a
set of weekly lottery drawings (multiples of $250 drawings) depending on their employer restrictions.
Privacy and Ethics. The Tesserae project was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the researchers’
institutions. Given the sensitivity of the data, participant privacy was a key concern. The participants were
provided with informed-consent documents describing the sensing streams, and specifics of what data each device
captured and how it would be stored. The participants needed to consent to each sensing stream individually, and
could also clarify concerns and opt out of any stream. The data was de-identified and stored in secured databases
and servers which were physically located in the researcher institutions with limited access privileges.

3.1

Self-Reported Data

The enrollment process consisted of an initial survey questionnaire related to demographics (age, gender, education,
type of occupation, role in the company, and income), and survey questionnaires of self-reported psychological
constructs including: 1) Cognitive Ability, as assessed by the Shipley scales of Abstraction (fluid intelligence) and
vocabulary (crystallized intelligence) [116], 2) Personality Traits, the big-five personality traits as assessed by the
Big Five Inventory (BFI-2) scale [117, 125], and 3) Wellbeing, the general positive and negative affect levels as
assessed through the Positive And Negative Affect (PANAS-X) scale [133], the anxiety level as measured via State
Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-Trait scale) [118], and the quality of sleep as measured via the Pittsburg Sleep
Quality Index (PSQI) scale [31]. Table 1 summarizes the distribution of the self-reported data within our dataset,
where we find a reasonable distribution within demographics and psychological traits among our participants.
Fig. 1 presents Pearson’s 𝑟 between the psychological constructs (Cognitive Ability, Personality Trait, and
Affect and Wellbeing variables) and regression (R2 ) results for the demographic and job-related characteristics
as independent variables, and the psychological constructs as dependent variables. These correlations between
psychological constructs, mirror prior literature. The observed positive correlation (r=0.79) between Neuroticism
and Anxiety and Negative Affect is consistent with past research showing positive associations between elevated
Neuroticism and mood and anxiety disorders [83]. The strong positive correlation (r=0.67) between Anxiety and
Negative Affect is consistent with past research showing a strong co-morbidity between depressed mood and
elevated anxiety [84]. Extraversion and Positive Affect (r=0.54) have also been found to be strongly positively
correlated [68, 69]. Other past research has also found a negative association (r=−0.51) between Positive Affect
and Anxiety [11], as well as a negative association (r=−0.41) between Conscientiousness and Anxiety [39]. All
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of self-reported demographics and psychological constructs of participants.
Covariates

Value Type

Values / Distribution

Demographic Characteristics
Gender

Categorical

Male | Female

Age
Continuous
Education Level
Ordinal
Job-Related Characteristics
Income
Ordinal
Tenure
Ordinal
Supervisory Role
Boolean
Cognitive Ability (Shipley scale)
Fluid (Abstraction)
Continuous
Crystallized (Vocabulary) Continuous
Personality Trait (BFI scale)
Openness
Continuous
Conscientiousness
Continuous
Extraversion
Continuous
Agreeableness
Continuous
Neuroticism
Continuous
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Continuous
Neg. Affect
Continuous
Anxiety
Continuous
Sleep Quality
Continuous

Range (20:68), Mean = 34.90, Std. = 9.74
5 values [HS., College, Grad., Master’s, Doctoral]
7 values [<$25K, $25-50K, ... , >150K]
10 values [<1 Y, 1Y, 2Y, ... 8Y, >8Y]
Non-Supervisor | Supervisor
Range (0:24), Mean = 16.98, Std. = 2.84
Range (0:40), Mean = 33.15, Std. = 4.11
Range (1.17:5), Mean = 3.82, Std. = 0.61
Range (1.42:5), Mean = 3.88, Std. = 0.66
Range (1.58:5), Mean = 3.42, Std. = 0.69
Range (2.08:5), Mean = 3.89, Std. = 0.56
Range (1:4.92), Mean = 2.46, Std. = 0.79
Range (13:50), Mean = 34.53, Std. = 6.05
Range (10:43), Mean = 17.52, Std. = 5.35
Range (20:72), Mean = 38.13, Std. = 9.49
Range (0:19), Mean = 6.65, Std. = 2.59

other inter-construct correlations are moderate at |r|<0.40. Next, looking at the association between demographic
and job related variables and the psychological constructs, we observe only modest associations, with the strongest
association being between Income bracket and the Shipley Crystallized Vocabulary scale (R2 =0.05). When all
demographic and job-related variables are included in a regression model predicting the psychological constructs,
we still observe only modest predictive performance for all psychological constructs (all R2 <0.12).

3.2

Passive Sensing Data for Offline/Physical Activity

The study used three physical sensors, which are briefly described below.
Bluetooth Beacons. Participants were provided with two static and two portable Bluetooth beacons (Gimbal [7]).
Static beacons were to be placed at their work and home locations, and the portable beacons were to be carried
either in their backpacks or their wallets. Combined, these beacons tracked participant presence at home and/or
work location, and also help to assess their commute and time at their work desk.
Wearable. Participants were provided with a fitness band based smartwatch (Garmin Vivosmart [6]), which they
wore throughout the day. The wearable continually tracked and recorded health measures, such as heart rate
variability, stress, and physical activity in the form of sleep, footsteps, and calories lost.
Smartphone Application. A smartphone application [79, 130] was installed on Participant smartphones (Android and iPhones) . This application tracked phone use, lock or unlock behavior, call durations, and also leveraged
their smartphone-based mobile sensors to track their location (mobility), and physical activity.

3.3

Social Media Data

The Tesserae project asked permission from the consented participants to authorize Facebook and Linkedin data,
and optionally for Twitter, Instagram, Gmail, and Calendar, unless they opted out, or did not have an account.
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Fig. 1. Left: Pearson’s 𝑟 between psychological constructs, non-significant correlations (𝑝>0.05) are left as blank.
Right: Regression (𝑅 2 ) results for the demographic and job-related variables as independent variables, and the psychological constructs as dependent variables (right sub-figure). The “All Variables” column provides regression results for the
psychological constructs with all demographic and job-related variables included in the model.

Participants authorized access to their social media data through an Open Authentication (OAuth) based data
collection infrastructure that was developed in [105]. OAuth protocol is an open standard for access delegation,
which is commonly used as a way for internet users to log in and grant third party access to their information,
without sharing passwords. Compared to other data collection strategies,(e.g. downloading and sharing of social
media archives, or scraping through webpage crawlers or smartphone applications) the OAuth protocol provides
a more privacy-preserving, streamlined, and convenient means of data collection at scale, over a secured channel
without the transfer of any personal credentials.
The data collection application used the official APIs from the platforms (e.g., Facebook Graph API for Facebook
data). Given that Facebook is the most popular social media platform [49], and that its longitudinal nature has
facilitated several social media studies of understanding individual differences [28, 73, 106], it suits our particular
problem setting. Facebook is also the most prevalent social media stream in our dataset, with 572 participants
authenticating their Facebook data, among which 32 participants have no entries in their Facebook data — this
paper uses the remaining 540 participants’ Facebook data for measuring psychological constructs.

4

FEATURE ENGINEERING

We derive machine-usable features from our raw multimodal sensing data. We draw on prior work to derive
features that have shown theoretical relevance in measuring psychological constructs [130, 131]. This section
explains our features: first those derived from physical sensors, followed by those derived from social media. Out
of the 757 participants’ data, we set aside a random sample of 6.7% (50) participants’ data as the held-out dataset
for final evaluation purposes. We conduct feature engineering, and build (train and validate) our models within
the remaining 93.3% (704) participants’ data.

4.1

Deriving Features from Physical Sensor Dataset

From the passive sensor data streams, we derive a variety of features that are related to participants’ activity,
sleep, and other physical behaviors. We summarize the features below.
Step Count. The Garmin wearable collects fitness-related measures such as the daily step count of participants [6].
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Physical Activity. The smartphone app installed on participant smartphones used the Google Activity Recognition API [5] to identify physical activity at regular intervals. For each individual, we obtain durations of (1) high
and (2) moderate intensity activities using the Metabolic Equivalent of Task metric from the wearable data [128].
Mobility. The smartphone application continually recorded the GPS coordinates of the individuals. We derive
the number of locations and the distance traveled between each location based on a 15-minute pooling window.
We use this data to also derive (1) information on the total distance traveled each day, (2) the number of distinct
locations visited, and the (3) maximum and (4) average distance from home traveled by an individual each day.
Phone Use Activity. The installed smartphone application recorded the activity of the smartphone locks or
unlocks that the individuals made. We derive the (1) number of phone locks and unlocks, and (2) the average
duration of time between phone locks and unlocks each day.
Desk Activity. The Bluetooth beacons in conjunction with the smartphone application captured the presence of
individuals (whether at work or home locations). We derive a number of daily features about activity patterns
at work and home each day, including (1) time at work, (2) minutes at desk, (3) mean desk session duration, (4)
median desk session duration, (5) percent of time at work spent at desk, (6) and the percent of time of the 24 hour
day spent at work. We also compute break session information, i.e. the intervals between the participant’s desk
beacon being out of range and the desk beacon appearing within range. Specifically, we compute daily counts
of break sessions at three different interval measures: (7) number of 5-minute breaks, (8) number of 15-minute
breaks, and (9) number of 30 minute breaks.
Sleep. The wearable sensed the sleep activity of the individuals [6]. Wearables can accurately detect sleep [60, 138],
and we improved this measurement by further accounting for phone use and wearable-derived bed times, wake
times, and sleep duration drawing on Martinez et al. [74]. In addition to collecting daily measures of (1) bed
time, (2) wake time, and (3) sleep duration using this method, we also derive duration measures directly from the
wearable for (4) light sleep, (5) deep sleep, and (6) Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep [72]).
To compute physical sensor features for clustering the participants into different behavioral contextualizations,
we calculate the mean (𝜇) and standard deviation (𝜎) of each daily measure described above, for each individual.
In addition to mean and sd features, we also compute features characterizing the regularity of each measure
using Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA) [134] RQA estimates the number and duration of occurrences
of a dynamical system presented through a phase space trajectory [134]. Regularity measures derived from
multimodal sensing data have shown valuable utility in predicting psychological traits [131].
In particular, we obtain features using RQA for the recurrence rate, which represents the probability that a
specific state will occur, and can be interpreted as the repetitiveness of the elements in a given sequence (i.e. the
repetitiveness of values across the days for which data was collected). RQA is computed using three parameters:
(1) the delay parameter 𝜏, which is the delay unit by which the series is lagged, the dimension embedding 𝐷,
which is the number of embedding dimensions for phase reconstruction, i.e. the lag intervals, and the radius
𝑅, which is the threshold cut-off constant used to determine if two points are recurrent or not. For each daily
sensor measures series, we use the method recommended by Wallot [129] to compute the optimal parameters
for each series, we computing the optimal parameters for each individual, and then using the mean value from
this distribution of parameters to apply to the sensor measure stream. Among the RQA features, we could not
attain useful features for mean and maximum average distance from home, as these RQA features show almost no
variability across the participants, and hence, we discard them from our final feature set. In total, from mean,
standard deviation, and RQA aggregation methods, we obtain 76 behavioral features for all participants.

4.2

Deriving Features from Social Media Dataset

Longitudinal Social media data of individuals is self-recorded in naturalistic settings. This data also enables us to
obtain historical behavior of participants, i.e., from before study participation. Drawing on prior work [27, 29, 106,
107, 112], we obtain a variety of features from the Facebook data of the participants, and summarize them below.
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Psycholinguistic Attributes. A number of prior work in the space of social media and psychological wellbeing [29, 112] have used psycholinguistic attributes in building predictive models. On the Facebook posts of the
individuals, we use the well-validated Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lexicon [124] to extract a variety
of psycholinguistic categories (50 in total). These categories consist of words related to 1) affect (categories: anger,
anxiety, negative and positive affect, sadness, swear); 2) cognition (categories: causation, inhibition, cognitive
mechanics, discrepancies, tentativeness); 3) perception (categories: feel, hear, insight, see); 4) interpersonal focus
(categories: first person singular, second person plural, third person plural, indefinite pronoun); 5) temporal
references (categories: future tense, past tense, present tense); 6) lexical density and awareness (categories: adverbs,
verbs, article, exclusive, inclusive, negation, preposition, quantifier); 7) personal and social concerns (categories:
bio, body, death, health, sexual, achievement, home, money, religion, family, friends, humans, social).
Open Vocabulary 𝑛-grams. Open-vocabulary based approaches can infer psychological constructs of individuals [112]. We obtain the top 5000 𝑛-gram (𝑛 = 1, 2, 3) from our dataset as features.
Sentiment. An important dimension in the language expressed on social media is the tone or sentiment of
a social media post, which has also been used to understand psychological constructs and shifts in mood of
individuals [46, 106]. We use the Stanford CoreNLP library’s deep learning based sentiment analysis tool [71] to
identify the major sentiment of a post among positive, negative, and neutral sentiment labels.
Latent Lexico-Semantics (Word Embeddings). Word embeddings are vector representations of language in
latent semantic dimensions, enabling us to capture the lexico-semantics of language on social media. Prior work
reveals that word embeddings can improve several natural language analysis and classification problems [25, 89,
109]. We use pre-trained word embeddings (GloVe [89]) on an internet corpus of 6B tokens in 50-dimensions to
characterize the social media posts of our participants in a 50-dimensional feature space.
Social Capital. Social capital is an important aspect and contributor in shaping our lives and behaviors [121].
Drawing on prior work [28], we obtain features quantifying social capital of the individuals based on social media
interactions and engagement. We use regular expression based pattern matching to identify individuals’ updates
relating to 1) check-ins to places (or locations visited), 2) posts of status updates, 3) upload of media (photo or
video), 4) spend time (or an occasion) with other people (or friends), 5) change in relationship status and 6) use
of apps (such as games or quizzes on Facebook). For each of these social attributes, we compute the number of
updates, frequency of updates, and the number of likes and comments received in them.
In total, we obtain 5,127 derived features corresponding to each participant on their social media data.

5

AIM 1: CONTEXTUALIZING AND PREDICTING PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTS

Our work focuses on predicting psychological constructs with social media data. Social media use and expressiveness may not only vary significantly across individuals, but also they are driven by offline factors. Therefore,
we hypothesize that contextualizing on offline behaviors may make models better adapted to the social media
signals predictive of psychological constructs per individual. As briefly introduced before, we take a middleground approach between fully individualized and fully generalized prediction models, which aims to capture
between-individual homogeneity and within-individual heterogeneity. Intuitively speaking, given the sparsity of
social media data, for an individual, whose social media data of certain behaviors or moments is “missing” (or
lack of within-individual heterogeneity in data), we could fill these gaps by capturing the data from other similar
individuals (between-individual homogeneity); here the similarity is captured via offline behavioral clustering.
To do so, we first cluster individuals on the basis of offline physical behaviors (e.g. sleep, work, phone use,
physical activity) captured from sensors on Bluetooth beacons, wearables, and smartphones. Then, we build clusterspecific prediction models of psychological constructs, where each cluster-specific model uses the social media
data of participants only within the corresponding cluster. Figure 2 schematically summarizes our contextualized
prediction approach in comparison to generalized prediction approach with social media data.
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Fig. 2. A Schematic diagram comparing generalized prediction with social media data and our person-centered approach by
contextualizing offline behaviors.

5.1

Clustering Individuals on Physical Sensor Behavior

To categorize our participants into different clusters based on their behavioral features, we first perform data
imputation and feature selection to reduce missing values and feature redundancy. Feature selections and feature
transformations are important preliminary steps for any machine learning problem to overcome problems of
multi-collinearity, co-variance, etc. among the features — issues that can potentially affect downstream prediction
problems [32]. In particular, because our features are derived from multimodal data streams, there is a high
likelihood many of the features are already related, are redundant, and/or show extremely high variance and lack
predictive power [95]. For example, the activity and stress-related features as captured by our wearable, are both
intuitively and theoretically correlated [6].
We start with 76 physical sensor features for 704 participants in the training and validation data as explained in
the previous section. We first impute any existing missingness (as is common in any longitudinal and large-scale
data collection) in the data by using mean imputation per feature. Next, we step-wise remove multi-collinear
features by calculating the variance inflation factor (VIF) of features against each other [24, 78]. We eliminate
correlated features that show a VIF higher than 5, reducing our feature set from 76 down to 46 features.
5.1.1 Building Clustering Models. On the above finalized training and validation dataset, we apply four clustering
algorithms to obtain the optimal arrangement: 𝐾-means, partitioning around medoids (PAM) [127], and two versions of hierarchical clustering. While both hierarchical clustering methods use Wards method for agglomeration
between clusters [132], the first method (hclust1 ) uses Ward’s approach on the two observations and/or clusters
which were recently merged when updating the distance matrix, while the other method (hclust2 ) uses Ward’s
approach on all observations in the merged clusters, i.e. using less shortcuts when updating the distance matrix.
For each clustering algorithm we test cluster arrangements ranging from 2 to 8 clusters, using the mean
Silhouette score [101], Dunn index [34], and the connectivity of the clusters (i.e. the degree of connection within
the clusters, measured by 𝑘-nearest neighbors) [52] to determine the most optimal clustering arrangement. Table 2
presents the results of the clustering tests by varying parameters. We find that the most optimal clustering
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Table 2. Comparing goodness of fit metrics for clustering methods and parameters (Number of clusters, Silhouette score,
Dunn index, and Connectivity). The green highlighted row is the finally used clustering approach.
# Clusters Sil. Score Dunn Idx. Connectivity

# Clusters Sil. Score Dunn Idx. Connectivity

𝐾-Means
0.11
0.09
0.04
0.09
0.05
0.09
0.06
0.10
0.04
0.08
0.05
0.08
0.05
0.07
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM)
0.03
0.09
0.02
0.09
0.03
0.09
0.02
0.09
0.01
0.09
0.02
0.09
0.01
0.09

Hierarchical 1 (distance on recent two observations)
2
0.23
0.13
214.92
3
0.02
0.10
406.09
4
0.02
0.10
443.02
5
0.03
0.10
453.82
6
-0.03
0.05
584.50
7
-0.03
0.05
626.90
8
-0.02
0.05
632.54
Hierarchical 2 (distance on all observations)
2
0.27
0.14
149.10
3
0.26
0.14
151.66
4
0.05
0.10
350.83
5
0.03
0.10
454.58
6
0.04
0.10
455.95
7
0.04
0.10
459.50
8
0.04
0.10
462.36

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

381.27
431.09
463.40
446.15
576.84
609.36
618.97
223.37
454.82
473.11
521.16
584.95
585.91
599.11

arrangement in terms of mean Silhouette score and Dunn index is hclust2 with 2 clusters, however, a close second
is hclust2 with 3 clusters, where the connectivity score is slightly higher but the mean silhouette score is slightly
lower (0.26 vs. 0.27). As our primary research goal is to investigate the utility of building separate social media
based models based on contextualized behavioral information about individuals, rather than a rigorous evaluation
the most optimal clustering arrangement of our dataset, we consider that having more individualization in
behavioral categories might provide a better evaluation of our theoretical approach. We therefore decide to
proceed with our analysis and model building using the hclust2 clustering algorithm with 3 distinct clusters.
5.1.2 Describing Clusters on Physical Behaviors. Applying the hclust2 clustering algorithm with three distinct
clusters to our training and validation subset, we find Cluster C1 to have the majority of the participants
(𝑁 =601, 85%), while Cluster C2 has 𝑁 =76 (11%) participants, and Cluster C3 has 𝑁 =27 (4%) participants. To better
understand how the clusters differed among the behavioral features we generated, we apply the Kruskal-Wallis
𝐻 -test to each of the 46 behavioral features with the responding variable as the behavioral feature, and the
independent variable as the cluster membership category. We use the Kruskal-Wallis 𝐻 -test as our cluster sizes
are very different in size, and therefore we cannot likely assume a normal distribution of the feature values within
each cluster. Table 3 reports the top 20 behavioral features with significant 𝐻 -statistic values from the tests.
We find many regularity (RQA-based) features in the top 20 features. Regularity in minutes at desk per day,
desk session duration, REM sleep duration, and number of phone unlocks are strong explanatory features to
distinguish the three clusters. To investigate more specifically how the top features differ across each cluster, we
transform the values for these features into 𝑧-scores within our entire participant set — Table 3 also provides the
mean 𝑧-scores. 𝑧-score transformations are not sensitive to absolute values and measure the raw value in terms of
standard deviations above or below the mean. We observe differences in C3 compared to C1 and C2 for a number
of the features, primarily with respect to work behaviors. Participants in C3 had much higher daily regularity in
minutes at their work desk per day (mean 𝑧=3.46) than those in C1 (mean 𝑧=−0.17) or C2 (mean 𝑧=0.12), but also
on average spent a much lower percentage of their workday at their desk (mean 𝑧=−1.55) compared to those in
C1 (mean 𝑧=0.08) or C2 (mean 𝑧=−0.03). We also observe distinct differences in C2 compared to C1 and C3 with
respect to sleep patterns. Participants in C2 had more regularity in nightly seconds of REM sleep (mean 𝑧=1.44)
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Table 3. Mean 𝑧-scores per cluster for top 20 significant features as per Kruskal Wallis 𝐻 -test used for clustering. Statistical
significance reported after Bonferroni correction (*** 𝑝 < .001, ** .001 < 𝑝 < .01, * .01 < 𝑝 < .05).
Features
Phone Use
Regularity of Number of Phone Unlocks per day
Regularity of Duration Spent with Phone Unlocked per day
Mean Number of Phone Unlocks per day
Work Behaviors
Regularity of Minutes at Desk per day
Regularity of Mean Desk Session Duration
Regularity of Median Desk Session Duration
Regularity of Percent Time Spent at Work per day
Mean Percent of Time at Work Spent at Desk
Stdev. of Time at Work Spent at Desk
Sleep
Regularity of Total REM Sleep Duration per night
Mean of Total REM Sleep Duration per night
Stdev. of Total REM Sleep Duration per night
Regularity of Total Deep Sleep Duration per night
Regularity of Nightly Bed Time
Mean of Total Light Sleep Duration per night
Stdev. of Nightly Bed time
Physical Activities
Regularity of Steps Count per day
Regularity of Total High/Strenuous Activity Duration per day
Regularity of Total Activity Duration per day
Mobility
Mean of Total Distance Travelled per Day

C1

C2

C3

-0.15
-0.15
0.06

1.09
1.12
-0.38

0.33
0.22
-0.19

63.12***
38.38***
20.83**

-0.17
-0.14
-0.14
-0.14
0.08
0.07

0.12
0.10
0.02
0.03
-0.03
-0.11

3.46
2.88
2.95
3.07
-1.55
-1.24

79.72***
74.34***
60.73***
70.84***
47.62***
20.00**

-0.18
0.13
0.14
-0.17
-0.03
0.11
-0.07

1.44
-0.91
-0.98
1.26
0.38
-0.89
0.23

-0.10
-0.32
-0.24
0.13
-0.33
0.02
0.88

76.27***
54.48***
37.68***
32.52***
32.03***
27.60***
18.07**

-0.11
-0.14
-0.14

0.85
1.08
1.13

-0.01
-0.06
-0.03

51.58***
46.92***
30.70***

0.05

-0.33

-0.41

H-stat.

14.55*

compared to C1 (mean 𝑧=−0.18) or C3 (mean 𝑧=−0.10), but also had a lower average in nightly seconds of REM
sleep (mean 𝑧=−0.91) compared to C1 (mean 𝑧=0.13) or C3 (mean 𝑧=−0.32).
5.1.3 Examining Clusters On Demographic Composition. We also examine the demographic composition of each
cluster. Creating separate participant clusters based on behavioral features might be similar to directly clustering
on demographic information. For instance, older adults are known to be more sedentary [12], and factors like age
and gender have been shown to explain daily smartphone usage [4]. As our goal concerns the utility of building
person-centred models based on passively sensed behavioral data, rather than static demographic information,
we strive to have our clusters to have heterogeneous demographic compositions.
To test the heterogeneity of the demographic composition across clusters, we perform 𝜒 2 tests between the clusters and the categorical demographic variables (Gender, Education Level, Income, Tenure, and Supervisory role),
and a one-way ANOVA test between the clusters and age (the only numeric demographic variable). The tests reveal
2
no significant association between the clusters and Age (𝜒 2 (2)=0.91, 𝑝=0.63), Gender (𝜒𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛
(2)=3.06, 𝑝=0.22), In2
2
2
come (𝜒𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 (12)=10.99, 𝑝=0.53), Supervisory Role (𝜒𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 (2)=3.72, 𝑝=0.16), and Tenure (𝜒𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛
(18)=19.97,
2
𝑝=0.34). While we see a weak significant association between the clusters and Education (𝜒𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛
(8)=17.25,
ˆ
𝑝=0.03), the effect size is very small (𝑉𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟 =0.08). We observe slight compositional differences in Education
in C3 , such that there are proportionately more participants with High school as the highest level of education
(7%), compared to C1 (1%) and C2 (0%). C3 also has proportionately less participants with a College degree as the
highest level of education (44%), compared to C1 (55%) and C2 (54%). However, these significant demographic
differences are relatively negligible and only occur for education. Therefore, we conclude that our clusters are
much more strongly separated by the passive behavioral features than by demographic information.
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5.2

Predicting Psychological Constructs with Social Media

We use the features described in Section 4 to predict self-reported psychological constructs (Table 1). For each
psychological construct, we build two kinds of models: 1) generalized models which are built on the entire
dataset of all participants, 2) contextualized models which are separately built per behaviorally contextualized
clusters. Here, the generalized prediction models emulate typical practices of predicting behavioral attributes
with social media data, whereas the clustered models are more person-centered driven by incorporating people’s
behavioral features (passively inferred via physical sensors).
We use 𝑘-fold cross-validation (𝑘 = 5) for parameter tuning and evaluation with pooled accuracy technique
on the training and validation subset of our data, i.e., for each model, we first divide the dataset into five equal
segments, then iteratively train models on four of the segments to predict on the held-out fifth segment, and
finally collate all the predicted values together and compare their collated against actual values using Pearson’s
correlation (𝑟 ) and Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE). We adopt several prediction algorithms
spanning across linear regression (with and without 𝐿1 , 𝐿2 regularization), gradient boosted random forest (GBR),
support vector regressor (SVR), and multilayer perceptron (MLP).
We also transform our social media feature set using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with a singular value
decomposition solver, selecting the number of components on the basis of explained variance [55]1 . However,
prediction models using PCA transformed features show no improvement over those using raw features (noPCA transformation), likely because language and 𝑛-gram features are inherently sparse and contain predictive
information despite the variance and sparsity. The remaining paper concerns analyses with raw features, which
serves an additional advantage of feature interpretation and model explanation with respect to contextualization.
To verify that our training models do not overfit, we also apply the cross-validated and trained models to the
held-out unseen subset of our data (N=50) to test performance on unseen data (introduced at the beginning of
Section 4). We derive the 46 physical sensor features for our held-out data, and apply the same trained hclust1
model to obtain cluster labels for the held-out data. We again evaluate the relative performance of the generalized
and contextualized models on the held-out data.

6

AIM 2: EVALUATING PERFORMANCE OF CONTEXTUALIZED AND GENERALIZED MODELS

On the best performing algorithm for generalized and contextualized prediction models from the above, we
compare the performance metrics of these predictions for the cross-validated evaluation with the training data
(Table 4, detailed metrics in Appendix, Table A1 and A2), and for the held-out data (Table 5). To measure statistical
significance in prediction differences, we conduct 𝑡-tests using the dependent overlapping correlation method,
which controls for comparing against a common variable of interest (here, each psychological construct) [35].
We observe that the efficacy of contextualizing on offline behavior for social media based predictions can
be explained by the theoretical associations between the construct and its offline manifestations. We now
discuss the performance of the models, and ask: When does contextualization help? Are there any cases where
contextualization does not improve over generalized models?

6.1

Cognitive Ability

We use the Shipley scales to obtain ground-truth measures of two kinds of cognitive ability. The Shipley (Abstraction) scale measures fluid cognitive ability, which is how one thinks logically, reasons, and problem solves in
novel situations. The Shipley (Vocabulary) scale measures crystallized cognitive ability (Section 3) [116], or an
individual’s grasp of general and cultural knowledge including verbal communication [16]. These two abilities
mutually interact and combine to form overall individual cognitive ability [57].
We refer to Table 4 and Table 5 to compare the best predictions as per generalized and clustered models in
the cross-validated evaluation and held-out data respectively. In the case of abstraction, we find that there is no
1 The

Appendix Tables A3 and A4 show the performance of modeling with PCA-transformed features. Qualitatively, these predictions show
similar comparison directions between generalized and contextualized models as observed in models with non-transformed features.
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Table 4. Cross-validated Evaluation: Comparing the accuracy metrics of best performing generalized and contextualized prediction models. Statistical significance is computed using 𝑡-test as per dependent overlapping correlations [35] on predictions
by generalized and contextualized models for each construct. For significant rows, pink bars indicate a decrease in performance in contextualized models compared to generalized models and green bars indicate an increase in performance
(*** 𝑝<.001, ** .001<𝑝<.01, * .01<𝑝<.05).
Construct
Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

Generalized

Contextualized

Comparison
ΔSMAPE %

𝑡 -stat.

-8.00
-27.59

1.03
2.91

-1.73-4.82***

6.08
7.08
8.46
5.89
13.09

14.81
46.15
23.53
11.76
50.00

-11.76
-11.76
-0.94
0.86
-3.47

1.94*
2.80**
1.70*
0.882.50*

6.90
10.89
8.51
10.59

7.69
18.18
75.00
66.67

-2.82
-0.09
-11.90
-33.90

0.56-1.135.61***
5.07***

𝑟

SMAPE

𝑟

SMAPE

0.25
0.29

6.81
4.13

0.23
0.21

6.88
4.25

0.25
0.13
0.17
0.17
0.12

6.89
7.29
8.54
5.84
13.56

0.29
0.19
0.21
0.19
0.18

0.13
0.11
0.12
0.15

7.10
10.90
9.66
16.02

0.14
0.13
0.21
0.25

Δ𝑟 %

significant difference in the performances of generalized and clustered models. However, in the case of vocabulary,
we find a statistically significant difference (𝑡=-4.61), where the generalized model performs 27.6% better in 𝑟 and
2.41% better in SMAPE in the cross-validated evaluation. We observe similar prediction results in the held-out
data, where the generalized model performs 29.41% better in 𝑟 and 8.41% better in SMAPE. However, the difference
in the held-out data is not quite significant (𝑡=-0.99, 𝑝=0.08), likely due to the smaller sample size.
The above suggests that clustering individuals on physical and offline behaviors does not add any new
information in predicting cognitive ability. We construe that more heterogeneity of individuals in training sample
and larger size of data are in fact stronger factors in predicting cognitive ability, likely because language is known
to be a correlate of cognitive ability, more strongly in the case of crystallized cognitive ability (vocabulary) [111].

6.2

Personality Traits

Personality traits are considered to be robust and parsimonious correlates of a variety of individual outcomes,
characteristics, behavior, and abilities [61]. We find that in both the cross-validated evaluation and the held-out
data, contextualized predictions perform significantly better for Openness, Extraversion, and Neuroticism. Contextualized predictions of Conscientiousness perform significantly better in cross-validated evaluation, (𝑡=2.80)
without a significant difference in performance in the held-out set (𝑡=1.26, 𝑝=0.21). Conversely, contextualized
prediction for Agreeableness does not perform significantly better in the cross-validated evaluation (𝑡=0.88,
𝑝=0.38), but prediction is significantly better in the held-out set (𝑡=3.70). Despite these inconsistencies in statistical significance, there is a general trend towards increased performance in contextualized predictions for
Conscientiousness and Agreeableness. The inconsistencies in statistical significance for improved Agreeableness
predictions with contextualized models partially aligns with prior meta-analysis of physical activities and personality traits that found Agreeableness to show the least significant relationship with physical activities [98].
We also note that our participant pool is drawn from information workers, and certain activities such as work
behaviors and phone use have been found to be direct correlates of traits like Neuroticism [24], so capturing such
information during clustering (Table 3) may have contributed to the effectiveness of person-centered models. We
construe that driving contextualized models through physical behavior based clusters likely allows to capture
distinct linguistic features per cluster that are better predictive of personality traits.
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Table 5. Held-out data: Comparing the accuracy metrics of best performing generalized and contextualized prediction models.
Statistical significance is computed using 𝑡-test as per dependent overlapping correlations [35] on predictions by generalized
and contextualized models for each construct. For significant rows, pink bars indicate a decrease in performance in
contextualized models compared to generalized models and green bars indicate an increase in performance (*** 𝑝<.001,
** .001<𝑝<.01, * .01<𝑝<.05).
Construct
Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

6.3

Generalized

Contextualized

𝑟

SMAPE

𝑟

SMAPE

0.36
0.34

4.52
4.65

0.33
0.24

5.03
5.04

0.51
0.19
0.19
0.38
0.12

5.00
6.87
7.71
6.51
12.86

0.79
0.21
0.32
0.62
0.63

4.23
6.06
6.88
5.81
11.11

0.30
0.20
0.14
0.16

9.20
11.33
11.57
16.49

0.60
0.42
0.33
0.41

8.54
10.87
8.78
12.33

Comparison
Δ𝑟 %

ΔSMAPE %

𝑡 -stat.

-8.33
-29.41

11.28
8.40

-0.36-0.99-

66.67
10.53
68.42
63.16

-15.40
-11.79
-10.77
-10.75
-13.61

4.00***
1.262.57**
3.77***
7.95***

-7.17
-4.06
-24.11
-25.23

2.57***
2.25***
1.14*
2.27*

425

100
110
135.71
156.25

Affect and Wellbeing

Contextualized models reveal no benefit for predicting positive or negative affect in the cross validation data set,
though a significant benefit is found in the held out data.. This inconsistency suggests that there is inconclusive
evidence whether clustering individuals on their physical activities or offline behaviors contributes new information in the prediction of affect. It is likely that offline behaviors might not provide enough new information for
predicting more moderate constructs of day-to-day affect like those measured with the PANAS scale.
However, for anxiety and sleep quality (PSQI), we see large and significant improvements for the contextualized
predictions over generalized models in both cross-validated and held-out evaluations. We conjecture that these
improvements are due to strong correlations between physical behaviors and sleep quality and anxiety. For
instance, the duration of deep sleep is known to have a significant effect on reported sleep quality [18], while
improved physical activity has a long-established relationship in reducing subjective anxiety [9]. Although
extreme affective disorders like depression (which is often comorbid with anxiety) [47] are known to have
relationships with offline behaviors like sleep and mobile phone use [126], offline behaviors might not provide
enough new information for predicting more moderate constructs of day-to-day affect like those measured
with the PANAS scale. We note that our clustering approach includes features obtained using wearables and
smartphones, both of which capture behaviors correlated with sleep (e.g., accelerometer data, phone use, etc.),
likely helping the contextualized predictions of sleep quality.

6.4

Robustness of Contextualized Person-Centered Approach

We test for empirical robustness of our contextualized person-centered approach against typical approaches
of using physical sensor features for prediction (𝑀𝑠 models), as well as using all (physical sensor and social
media) features together, i.e., a multisensor feature fused model (𝑀𝑚𝑠 models). We conduct similar rigorous
model and parameter tunings as above, and obtain the best models of predicting the constructs. Appendix
Table A5 and Table A6 present the detailed prediction results for 𝑀𝑠 and 𝑀𝑚𝑠 models respectively, and Fig. 3
presents a summary view of prediction performance comparison across various modeling approaches. For the
𝑀𝑠 models, we see the prediction performance is considerably worse than contextualized models for all psychological constructs, with the strongest prediction from any 𝑀𝑠 model is for Extraversion (r=0.17, SMAPE=8.41).
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We find that the best 𝑀𝑚𝑠 models of cognitive ability perform as similar as generalized social media
models, and better than contextualized models for
both abstraction (𝑟 =0.25, SMAPE=6.66) and vocabulary
(𝑟 =0.28, SMAPE=4.10). For personality traits, we find
that 𝑀𝑚𝑠 performs similarly or worse than contextualized models in openness (𝑟 =0.26, SMAPE=6.40), conscientiousness (r=0.17, SMAPE=7.86), extraversion (r=0.17,
SMAPE=8.35), agreeableness (r=0.17, SMAPE=5.91), and
neuroticism (r=0.11, SMAPE=12.93). For affect and wellbeing, 𝑀𝑚𝑠 performs similarly in positive (r=0.13,
SMAPE=6.77) and negative (r=0.13, SMAPE=11.18) affect,
and significantly worse in anxiety (r=0.13, SMAPE=16.07)
and sleep quality (r=0.21, SMAPE=14.02). Together, this
suggests that our approach of person-centered contextualization not only mines signals in the multimodal
sensing data better, but also likely filters out noisy information from user groups whose behavior is too far away
from the average group. Further, the person-centered Fig. 3. Comparing performance (𝑟 ) various modeling apcontextualization approach provides additional theoret- proaches for predicting psychological constructs.
ical interpretation and explanation which we elaborate
further in the following sections.
In addition, we also target rejecting the null hypothesis that any prediction improvement by our contextualization approach is by chance or any random cluster-label assignment. Drawing on permutation test approaches [3, 104], we permute (randomize) the cluster label of all individuals, and repeat our entire pipeline
predicting of psychological constructs. We run 1,000 such permutations, and we find that the probability (𝑝-value)
of improvement by a random-cluster assignment over contextualized approaches is almost zero across all the
measures (𝑝=0.002 for abstraction, 𝑝=0.001 for positive affect are the only non-zero probabilities). This rejects the
null hypothesis and provides additional statistical significance and credibility to our person-centered approach of
contextualization using offline behavioral clustering.

7

AIM 3: OFFLINE CONTEXTUALIZATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA LANGUAGE

The sensitivity of social media data to people’s unique characteristics and variable social media use motivates
us to study person-centered contextualized predictions. We have already proposed and validated an approach
to contextualize social media predictions of psychological constructs by clustering people on offline behaviors
(Aim 1 and 2). Now, we are interested in interpreting the same clusters in terms of people’s social media use. Our
third research aim targets understanding how the social media language varies by the clusters. We investigate if
clustering individuals on offline behaviors leads to clusters of individuals who also have different online behaviors.
To understand the language differences better, we first interpret the composition of clusters on psychological
constructs which can help us validate the theoretical foundation of building person-centered models on contextualized offline behaviors. Then, for each cluster, we obtain salient language use and interpret that with respect to
cluster composition in offline behaviors, psychological constructs, and the literature.

7.1

Interpreting Cluster Composition on Psychological Constructs

We examine the between-cluster differences in psychological constructs (or our outcome measures). Figure 4
shows 𝑧-transformed representation of the mean composition of each cluster per construct. At a mean-aggregated
level, C1 shows the greatest average conscientiousness (𝜇=3.89, 𝜎=0.66) and agreeableness (𝜇=3.90, 𝜎=0.57). C2
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shows greatest average positive affect (𝜇=35, 𝜎=5.89), negative affect (𝜇=17.49, 𝜎=4.97), and anxiety (𝜇=38.76,
𝜎=10.49). C3 shows greatest average cognitive ability in both abstraction (𝜇=17.41, 𝜎=2.61) and vocabulary
(𝜇=33.41, 𝜎=3.84), openness (𝜇=3.9, 𝜎=0.41), neuroticism (𝜇=2.49, 𝜎=0.76), and self-reported sleep (𝜇=7.03,
𝜎=2.92), while showing low affective traits.
For all measures, Kruskal-Wallis 𝐻 -tests across clusters show no statistical significance, which could mean
Shipley (Abs.)
that each cluster is already composed of heterogeneous
Shipley (Voc.)
psychological traits. This within-cluster variation in
Openness
psychological constructs suggests that clustering on
Conscientiousn.
offline (dynamic) behaviors does not necessarily trans1.0
Extraversion
0.5
late to clustering individuals with only “similar” psy0.0
Agreeableness
chological constructs. For each cluster and psycholog0.5
Neuroticism
ical construct, we compute the coefficient of variation
1.0
(𝑐𝑣) [38], expressed as a percentage in the ratio of stanPos. Affect
dard deviation to mean of a distribution, and quantifies
Neg. Affect
the amount of variability with respect to the mean of
Anxiety (STAI)
the distribution — higher values indicate higher variSleep (PSQI)
ability. We find that cluster-wise 𝑐𝑣 is on an average
1
2
3
7% lower compared to the entire (non-clustered) data’s
𝑐𝑣 across all the measures. Together, this suggests that
clustering finds a compromise in both preserving and Fig. 4. Heatmap representing the clusters on mean psychologreducing the variability in training data compared to ical constructs. Values are 𝑧-transformed per measure.
the entire data. Methodologically, the within-cluster
heterogeneity in outcomes plausibly helps the data within-clusters to be neither too biased (if only predicting
homogeneous or skewed distribution of labels), nor too varianced (predicting high variance distribution of label,
e.g., the entire data), thus helping the predictive performance of psychological attributes, as noted in Section 6.

C

7.2

C

C

Examining Social Media Language Differences Across Clusters

Next, we investigate how offline contextualization leads to groups of individuals with different social media use,
and what are the likely theoretical interpretation of such groupings in terms of understanding psychological
constructs. We base this examination on the differential psycholinguistic usage of individuals. We measure the
statistical difference in language using Kruskal-Wallis 𝐻 -test. Table 6 characterizes the clusters on psycholinguistic
use categories which show significant differences as per Kruskal-Wallis 𝐻 test. The average standard deviations
across the categories are 0.12 for C1 , 0.16 for C2 , and 0.16 for C3 . We discuss this below.
Although Cluster C1 is the largest (468 individuals), it shows the lowest standard deviation (0.12), suggesting
that this cluster is psycholinguistically least heterogeneous. C1 shows the lowest use of all psycholinguistic
attributes, suggesting that these individuals are typically less expressive on social media. An alternate explanation
would be C1 represents the more common language use on social media — language containing lesser presence of
non-content words (articles, prepositions, etc.) that is known to be associated with less complex language [124].
Moreover, the low mean in psycholinguistic attributes could also be associated with high mean conscientiousness
of C1 (Figure 4), aligning with prior findings on social media language and psychological traits [112]. Similarly,examining C1 ’s offline behaviors (Table 3) shows these individuals typically score low on the regularity
based features (work behaviors, sleep, and physical activities), suggesting that the relative heterogeneity of
offline behaviors, does not translate to online behavior and social media expressiveness. Physically, C1 travels the
most (high mean total distance travelled per day), which suggests interesting associations between their offline
mobility and online posting behavior, as has also been noted in prior work [59].
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Table 6. Comparing psycholinguistic attributes across clusters. Statistical significance reported after Bonferroni correction
(*** 𝑝 < .001, ** .001 < 𝑝 < .01, * .01 < 𝑝 < .05).
Category
Affect
Anger
Negative Affect
Positive Affect
Sadness
Cognition
Causation
Certainty
Cognitive Mech.
Inhibition
Discrepancies
Tentativeness
Perception
Feel
Hear
Insight
Percept
See

C1

C2

C3 H-stat.

0.04
0.15
0.32
0.14

0.41
0.26
0.62
0.21

0.29
0.39
0.55
0.29

46.48***
28.46***
105.52***
18.42***

0.19
0.11
0.51
0.27
0.15
0.24

0.42
0.54
0.69
0.41
0.48
0.59

0.25
0.19
0.55
0.20
0.27
0.30

53.01***
81.71***
46.03***
22.11***
81.84***
65.10***

0.14
0.11
0.22
0.20
0.10

0.40
0.41
0.57
0.55
0.34

0.46
0.31
0.41
0.57
0.59

79.17***
64.18***
74.12***
94.32***
90.77***

Category

C1

C2

C3 H-stat.

Interpersonal Focus
1st P. Singular 0.20 0.26 0.43
1st P. Plural
0.05 0.37 0.42
2nd P.
0.12 0.39 0.27
Indef. P.
0.35 0.40 0.54
Lexical Density and Awareness
Adverbs
0.30 0.52 0.54
Article
0.28 0.64 0.49
Verbs
0.42 0.59 0.61
Aux. Verbs
0.25 0.57 0.54
Conjunction 0.27 0.63 0.61
Exclusive
0.33 0.52 0.45
Inclusive
0.30 0.67 0.58
Preposition
0.37 0.58 0.77
Negation
0.09 0.21 0.19
Quantifier
0.16 0.52 0.17
Relative
0.22 0.71 0.56

23.74***
78.10***
77.64***
19.92***
86.57***
110.01***
64.05***
98.30***
107.54***
39.65***
104.74***
111.5***
51.07***
66.07***
127.55***

Category

C1

C2

C3 H-stat.

Temporal References
Future Tense 0.10 0.31 0.58
Past Tense
0.18 0.34 0.37
Present Tense 0.34 0.54 0.66
Personal and Social Concerns
Achievement 0.24 0.52 0.45
Bio
0.08 0.31 0.54
Body
0.02 0.29 0.38
Family
0.09 0.13 0.22
Friends
0.05 0.19 0.24
Health
0.14 0.30 0.28
Home
0.05 0.14 0.14
Humans
0.08 0.19 0.49
Money
0.06 0.46 0.30
Religion
0.08 0.20 0.19
Social
0.33 0.60 0.46
Work
0.09 0.31 0.32

100.78***
73.22***
79.73***
82.62***
98.16***
78.54***
28.11***
69.43***
33.43***
69.07***
81.18***
83.66***
14.02***
81.78***
107.08***

Cluster C2 shows the greatest use of anger and positive affect, and all cognitive attributes, suggesting these
individuals have an average high emotion on social media language. Interestingly, the same cluster’s composition
showed high average affect and anxiety traits (Figure 4), suggesting that individuals with higher affect traits are
likely to be more expressive with affect and emotional language on social media. These individuals have a high
use of function words such as articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunction, inclusive, exclusive, quantifier, and relative.
Function words are strong linguistic markers of understanding psychological processes [88]. These individuals
also show a high use of achievement and money related language, which may be associated expressiveness about
their career and self-actualization. We see plausible connections between these psycholinguistic trends and the
behavioral sensing features which best separated the clusters (see Table 3), e.g., the greatest use of health words
may be associated with high physical activities shown by them [2]. Additionally, C2 has an average low duration
of REM sleep per night, more regular daily exercise patterns, and more regularity in time spent with their phone
unlocked per day, possibly because participants might be more driven for achievement in social, work, or athletic
goals, sometimes at the expense of their sleep quality [110].
Cluster C3 shows the greatest use of pronouns, with pronoun use associated with narrative language and
interpersonal discourse on social media [88]. For instance, the greater use of first person singular pronouns (e.g.
"I", "me") suggests narrating personal experiences and self-reflection, and that of first person plurals (e.g. "We",
"Us") indicates narrating experiences as collective identities [19]. These individuals also score high on the use
of language related to social concerns and relationships such as family, friends, home, and humans. We again
see plausible connections between these psycholinguistic trends and the behavioral sensing features which best
separate the clusters. C3 has on average more regularity in the percent of time they spent at work and desk each
day. Regularity in work and at desk suggest these participants might prefer a more regular daily work schedule
to balance a need for a more consistent family or social life outside of work.
The above cluster-wise decomposition on social media language reveals how people’s offline behaviors can
help us group individuals who are also separated in social media language. Further, our analyses in Aim 1 and 2
also reveals how this approach helps improving predictions of psychological constructs, particularly those that
bear strong associations with physical behavior (e.g., sleep quality). While it is intuitive that offline dynamic
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behaviors indeed drive online behavior, there is a paucity of theoretical evidence [2]. Our work sheds light on
this important aspect and opens up opportunities for future explorations of understanding human behavior.

8

DISCUSSION

We adopted machine learning and statistical modeling approaches to contextualize social media predictions of
psychological constructs. We first clustered individuals on physical activities as captured by passive sensors and
then built cluster-specific prediction models of cognitive ability, personality traits, affect, and wellbeing constructs.
We evaluated the effectiveness of person-centered predictions against generalized predictions per construct to
find that the effectiveness varies by construct, suggesting that personalization is only better than generalization
in specific circumstances. In fact, clusters based on dynamic offline behaviors were not only heterogeneous in
static traits (Section 5.1.3 and 7.1), but were also separated on social media language use (Aim 3). Our study
is grounded on the Social Ecological Model that individual behaviors are influenced by factors related to an
individual and their context [15]. We found that our person-centered (contextualized) models showed better
overall predictive performance compared to generalized models using sensor data alone (𝑀𝑠 ), generalized models
using both sensor and social media together (𝑀𝑚𝑠 ), as well as when contextualization was done on random
cluster-label assignment instead of sensor data. Although the overall predictive performance of contextualized
models is somewhat modest in terms of 𝑟 , our predictions are relatively close to the theoretical upper bound
on the correlations between real-world behaviors and psychological traits of 𝑟 ∼ 0.3 to 0.4 [77], and to the
predictions of previous past work predicting personality traits from passive mobile phone data [120]. Beyond
just an evaluation of predictive performance, our work also provides insights applicable to studies grounded in
similar theoretical settings where there is a need to focus on comprehensive social ecological signals, and an
opportunity to infer behavioral and psychological attributes of individuals.

8.1

Theoretical and Methodological Implications

8.1.1 Beyond Traditional Forms of Personalization. Recent research in applied computing has highlighted the
value of personalizations via “one-size may not fit all” arguments, as all individuals are not the same and have
different experiences [102, 135]. This has also motivated various ubiquitous computing research in personalizing
interactive, informatic, and intervention systems [20, 26, 64, 65]. While person-centered analyses have been
studied in other disciplines such as social science, psychology, and health [56, 63, 135], we note that such analyses
remain under-explored in computational assessments despite the abundance of data. A close application is
personalized content recommendation systems [115]. These personalizations have typically relied on a single
modality of data (e.g., historical content browsing), along with demographic and static information. Relying on
isolated modalities are limited by several blindspots that challenge the comprehensibility of the models, such as
the varying data quality across individuals. Importantly, collecting demographic information not only removes
user anonymity and threatens data privacy, which is a growing public concern in social media use, but also can
promote bias, exclusion, and stereotypes [58]. The implications of our work situate that with recent research
revealing that behavioral predictions can sway away from demographic- and static data, by only accounting for
short-term and behavioral data [24, 108].
Further, based on our examination of the association between demographic information and our target
constructs (see Fig. 1), it is not readily evident that demographic information would provide more accurate
predictions. In contrast, our work leverages naturalistic behavior collected via multimodal sensing to guide
person-centered analyses. In comparison to stratifications on demographics and static traits, or other forms of
strata assumptions, passive sensing allows us to cluster individuals on physical behaviors, which is robust and
dynamic. The efficacy of person-centered models is plausibly explained by the notion that sensing streams both
independently, as well as in conjunction can predict the constructs in consideration [50, 99, 120, 130, 131]. Our
current work applies new ways of thinking about person-centered approaches in human-centric, context-aware,
and social sensing and applications requiring personalized attributes.
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8.1.2 Complementary Prediction Approaches. Our work contributes to the body of literature studying the complementary advantages of variable-centered and person-centered approaches in various social science and
psychological constructs [63]. Person-centered approaches allow investigating individual attributes with precision and personalized context-adaptation. We construe that improved predictions are due to personalized
training datasets by stratifying individuals on their lifestyle and offline behaviors, rather than relatively less
helpful demographic information. On the other hand, no difference in performance could be either due to better
statistical power of larger training data or due to no added signal in personalized training data. Our observations
support Howard and Hoffman’s study that determined no single approach whether generalized or person-centered
can be considered to be the “best”, and it depends on the particular problem of interest and research setting (in
our case contextualizing predictions on offline behaviors) [56].
8.1.3 Tradeoff between Statistical Power and Personalization. social media data is sensitive to people’s selfpresentation, context, and other factors, thereby making it harder for generalized prediction models that target
behaviors of average populations. Moreover, given that social media data is characteristically sparse (both
within and between individuals), it may not be ideal for fully-individualized models. Our work overcomes these
challenges by using data from offline behaviorally similar individuals, thereby increasing the training data
compared to complete personalization while preserving the personalization aspect. However, the training data
size in contextualized models is still smaller than that of generalized models. Therefore, we posit that personalized
research requires a consideration of the tradeoff between statistical power against the personalization component
of predictions. This tradeoff would likely arise in any kind of personalized predictions, and potentially builds on
the classical “bias-variance tradeoff” in machine learning predictions [8] — over-personalized models can be too
biased, whereas over-generalized models can suffer from variance in the dataset.
8.1.4 Generating New Hypotheses. Our work allows generating hypotheses on the relationship between human
behavior, psychological constructs, and personalized predictions. These hypotheses can guide us to explore newer
questions on what factors make some attributes personalizable, and how between-individual homogeneity and
within-individual heterogeneity of information can serve as either a noise or a signal in such predictions. Example
hypotheses guided by our findings are, 1) social media sufficiently predicts attributes related to cognitive ability,
2) physical behaviors may not be as effective as social media in predicting affect, 3) social media data needs to be
complemented with offline data to accurately predict a physical measure such as sleep quality, and so on.

8.2

Implications for Researchers and Practitioners

Our work demonstrates the efficacy of person-centered predictions of psychological constructs (cognitive ability,
personality, affect, and wellbeing) by using complementary ubiquitous technologies. In doing so, we take a critical
stance to reflect upon conducting personalized predictions in practice.
8.2.1 Tradeoffs between Generalized and Personalized Models. Contextualizing social media predictions using
passively sensed offline behavior allows us to go beyond the more common, user-profiling like approaches on
demographic information based on one’s age, race, and gender, which are not only less-robust, but also could lead
to misleading findings or “stereotypy” about particular demographic groups. On the other hand, we understand
that building personalized prediction models with dynamic and mutable behaviors (such as ours) demands
additional overhead, including and not limited to obtaining an individual’s multiple modalities of data which is
both longitudinal and dense.
We provide insights on what kind of measures may or may not be personalizable. Personalized prediction is
considered a useful approach for improving user experience and understanding human behavior in a variety of
problem settings, however, personalization is costly in terms of statistical power and effort. One way to navigate
through that is to conduct pilot studies with a small number of participants’ data and groundtruth measures,
before investing and implementing these approaches at scale. Such approaches can identify an appropriate
granularity of an effective personalization, and sensors are most likely to improve predictions of a particular
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construct. Indeed, more data does not necessarily lead to better predictions, as we observed from larger data
available to generate generalized predictions. For instance, researchers interested in social media and cognitive
ability could use our study as evidence that social media data is sufficient, and predictions would not be improved
by additional effort spent collecting passive sensor data and clustering on it.
8.2.2 Considerations for When to Personalize. When considering person-centered predictions, one should consider
the need and means. In our case, social media data is sensitive to an individual’s choice of social media use and
expressiveness. We were theoretically motivated in that social media activity is a function of people’s offline
behaviors and therefore clustered individuals on these behaviors for our analyses. A similar analog of data
sensitivity and variability in quality in case of other sensors could be compliance (e.g., use and non-use of a
wearable), and attributes that may drive compliance may be accounted for to cluster individuals.
In parallel, the theoretical motivation of personalizing with respect to a construct is also important to consider.
For instance, in precision medicine or when dealing with health constructs, it could be critical to conduct
personalized assessments, as many health conditions have clinical heterogeneity, driven by varying experiences
and traits of people. In such cases, generalized models capturing average target behavior may not provide
actionable insights or useful information to build Just In Time Adaptive Interventions (JITAIs) to address such
health conditions [65, 119]. Similarly, in the workplace context, when predicting workplace outcomes, it might
be useful to incorporate apriori information about the type and hours of work for contextualization.
The efficacy of personalized predictions is also plausibly dependent on the universality and applicability of a
psychological construct on given population. For instance, given that sleep is a universal activity across individuals
irrespective of their mutable and immutable characteristics, personalizing sleep quality predictions using physical
activity turned out to be significantly effective. However, in cases of less-universal or cohort-specific metrics,
such as academic success in grade school, it may make more sense to use demographic or other apriori groupings,
e.g. grade level. In addition, person-centered approaches may be uniquely valuable in the cases of rare and
less-prevalent attributes, such as understanding phobia, anxiety or psychotic disorders, where globalized datasets
may be imbalanced and negatively-skewed due to rarity of the condition, significantly impacting the predictions.
Our work has an implication regarding the reasonable use of sensors in accordance with the construct of interest. As
an example, contextualization improved predictions of sleep quality but impaired predictions of cognitive ability.
One likely reason that person-centered models predicted sleep quality significantly better was that our multimodal
sensing pool included wearable-based sleep sensor and physical activity sensors. In contrast, theoretically, none of
our physical sensors bear a strong relationship with cognitive abilities, therefore increasing noise and impairing
predictions using social media features which are inherently strong predictors of cognitive ability. An interesting
question for future research could establish if sensors that capture speech and communication patterns and social
interactions could improve predicting cognitive ability better than social media based predictions alone.
8.2.3 Ease of Interpretation and Domain Adaptations. Person-centered analytical approaches can represent
individuals on their characteristics rather than defining them simply as a collection of variables [24, 56, 135].
These approaches can be more readily interpretable relative to all-inclusive features, where certain features may
obscure others. Rather, our approach allows us to cross-introspect features, e.g., how certain offline behaviors are
associated with social media language within and across clusters. This kind of explanation and interpretation
may be immensely valuable in healthcare and precision medicine, which is defined as “an emerging approach for
disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for
each person” [80]. Such approaches would allow simultaneous inspection at in-conjunction and isolated behaviors.
For example, a particular combination of linguistic markers and disrupted physical movements may be useful
for early detection of certain mental health symptoms and accordingly guide tailored intervention. Moreover,
person-centered approaches can improve human-centered algorithms to be more considerate of the individual in
focus by incorporating their circumstances and context.
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In light of our findings, We reiterate Howard and Hoffman’s point to researchers of human-centered machine
learning that personalized or generalized approaches are not necessarily competitive, but are complementary
in terms of methodological, statistical, and theoretical advantages [56]. While one approach may be ’better’
outcome-wise, it is worth considering theoretical and practical objectives in understanding the relationships
between known and unknown attributes, and in making interventions of addressing a condition. Researchers
can benefit from theory-driven computational frameworks that incorporate the predictive capabilities of both
precision and generalizability, as well as the explainability in feature interpretation and actionable insights.

8.3

Ethical and Privacy Implications

Our work has several ethical implications. We caution against our work being perceived or misused as a
methodology to facilitate surveillance or profiling users on their offline behaviors [85]. We advocate balancing the
costs and benefits of such systems with an emphasis on privacy-preservation. As Pandit and Lewis describe, “the
use of personal data is a double-edged sword that on one side provides benefits through personalisation and user
profiling, while the other raises several ethical and moral implications that impede technological progress” [85].
While physical sensor data may be better anonymized and secured compared to demographic information, it is
still critical to ensure that the data is simultaneously useful and privacy-preserving.
Our work clusters individuals on their physical activity data as collected via passive sensors — while these
clusters can be characterized on different variables, they may not necessarily translate to mappable individual
characteristics, and there is no particular means to simply label them as “desirable” or “undesirable”. We caution
against such misinterpretation and misuse because these can bear consequences. For instance, a possible misuse
in workplace contexts could be clustering employees on their behaviors such as work-times and routines, then
characterizing them on their productivity, proactivity, and pro-socialness, followed by rewarding and penalizing
employees on such characterizations. Any such empirical analyses require careful and in-depth supplemental
ethical analyses before enacting any inference and decision-related outcomes.
Finally, with the ubiquity of digital data, our approach of personalizing predictions could be adopted in various
contexts, including ones without awareness or consent of individuals. This forms a part of larger discussions
on ethical and responsible use of data which require forthcoming discussions among ubiquitous computing
researchers, ethicists, and practitioners to understand and respect the individual perspectives on such use of data,
which can start from those who choose to participate (or not participate) in multimodal sensing studies [100].

8.4

Limitations and Future Directions

Our work has limitations, some of which also open up opportunities for future research. Our findings are limited
to studying trait-based constructs. Future work should examine the effectiveness in state-based measures. Our
predictions are based on a single social media platform (Facebook), and we only study those who are on Facebook
and chose to participate in the study, likely introducing self-selection bias. With the ubiquity and prevalence of
several social media and online interaction platforms, incorporating other streams of data can augment predicting
individual attributes. The participant pool of our study is drawn from information workers, which is vulnerable
to biases within the dataset, such that certain measures are plausibly easier to predict. For instance, social media
use varies across demographics and is skewed towards young adults [49], and the way social media use is
distributed within the participants may not be representative of the population or social media landscape [81].
The generalizability of our observations remains to be explored if our approach would yield similar findings in
other populations. We, therefore, caution against making sweeping generalizable claims.
We note that our work may be argued to not be “true personalization” — as we do not build one-for-each
prediction models. While we elaborated on the motivation and advantages of considering a middle-ground
between one-for-each and one-for-all models, we understand the value of conducting individualized models in
certain contexts such as precision medicine. Again, one of our clusters was significantly larger than other clusters.
Building on our approach and using hierarchical clustering would enable researchers to tune models for more
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precise clusters. However, the standard empirical evaluations of clustering may not fully capture the “goodness
of clusters”. We suggest other evaluations of clusters, such as domain expertise. This is especially important in
cases of unique or understudied populations and/or theoretical constructs.
The present work leveraged a specific range of passive sensors and assessed constructs. It remains a ripe
future direction to investigate how different sensing streams can improve clustering individuals on physical
behaviors. Similarly, other data modalities capturing external and localized effects on human behavior, such as
weather data or community-level mood can be incorporated for more comprehensive predictions [64]. Importantly,
while we chose to exclude demographic attributes in clustering individuals (with the objective of building crossdemographic representations), certain problems may require including such attributes, e.g., in the context of
precision medicine and prescribing drugs, it might be critical to include age, gender, and underlying conditions.
Depending on the problem setting, other modalities of data (including surveys and EMAs) may also be used to
build person-centered models. Taken together, future work can study the efficacy, robustness, and generalizability
of person-centered models from a variety of aspects — population, data modalities, and the problem of interest.

9

CONCLUSION

This paper applied a person-centered approach to predict psychological constructs with social media by leveraging
multimodal sensing. We conducted our study on a longitudinal dataset of 754 participants, and we situated our
modeling on social media data to predict cognitive ability, personality traits, affect, and wellbeing constructs.
We first clustered individuals on their mutable behaviors such as physical activity, commute, phone use, sleep,
and work behaviors collected via tangible passive sensors such as smartphones, wearables, and Bluetooth
beacons. Then, for each cluster, we built contextualized prediction models that used cluster-attuned social media
data as features and psychological constructs as dependent variables. We compared their performance against
generalized models trained on the entire social media data of all participants. We found no significant difference
in affect, however, the generalized models performed significantly better in predicting cognitive ability, whereas
contextualized models performed significantly better in predicting personality traits, anxiety, and sleep quality.
We conjectured that contextualized models were effective in predicting constructs that theoretically shared
strong relationships with physical behaviors. In contrast, predictions of constructs sharing weaker relationships
were likely impacted due to the minimized training data in contextualized models than generalized models.
We discussed the implications of our work regarding the nuances of personalized predictions, and how their
effectiveness may vary by construct, problem setting, and other factors.
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APPENDIX

Table A1. Generalized Models: Predicting psychological constructs with social media using the entire data of all participants.
Prediction algorithms used include Ridge, Elastic Net (ElNet), Support Vector Regressor (SVR), XGBoost (XGB), Gradient
Boosted Random Forest (GBR), and Multilayer Perceptron Regressor (MLP). Reported accuracy numbers are Symmetric Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (𝑟 ), which are pooled in 𝑘-fold cross-validation
(𝑘=5). The bold-faced number in each row indicate the best performing model for that construct.
Construct

Algorithm
Ridge
𝑟 SMAPE

Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

ElNet
𝑟 SMAPE

𝑟

SVR
SMAPE

XGB
𝑟 SMAPE

GBR
𝑟 SMAPE

𝑟

MLP
SMAPE

0.25
0.29

6.81
4.13

-0.19
-0.14

6.78
4.33

0.22
0.24

6.75
4.14

0.18
0.18

6.85
4.28

0.23
0.22

6.78
4.24

0.09
0.14

17.75
10.04

0.25
0.13
0.13
0.17
0.12

6.89
7.29
8.93
5.84
13.56

-0.13
-0.14
-0.14
-0.15
-0.17

6.65
7.07
8.69
5.78
13.17

0.1
0.08
-0.06
-0.04
-0.14

6.60
7.02
8.69
5.76
13.11

0.15
0.04
0.17
0.18
0.05

6.68
7.34
8.61
5.89
13.59

0.15
0.06
0.17
0.16
0.06

6.71
7.28
8.54
6.09
13.37

0.12
0.04
0.14
0.12
0.09

13.04
11.35
12.54
11.9
13.87

0.07
0.11
0.12
0.15

7.27
10.90
9.66
16.02

-0.07
-0.17
-0.14
-0.14

6.88
10.89
9.66
15.52

0.11
-0.11
-0.1
-0.12

6.83
10.89
9.54
15.15

0.13
-0.05
-0.06
0.17

7.10
11.51
10.2
15.17

0.13
-0.04
-0.02
0.16

6.92
11.66
9.97
15.28

0.07
-0.0
0.07
0.08

12.81
20.08
14.85
23.01

Table A2. Contextualized Models: Predicting psychological constructs with social media separately for each behaviorally
contextualized clusters. Prediction algorithms used include Ridge, Elastic Net (ElNet), Support Vector Regressor (SVR),
XGBoost (XGB), Gradient Boosted Random Forest (GBR), and Multilayer Perceptron Regressor (MLP). Reported accuracy
numbers are Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (𝑟 ), which are pooled
in 𝑘-fold cross-validation (𝑘=5). The bold-faced number in each row indicate the best performing model for that construct.
Construct

Algorithm
Ridge
𝑟 SMAPE

Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

ElNet
𝑟 SMAPE

𝑟

SVR
SMAPE

𝑟

XGB
SMAPE

𝑟

GBR
SMAPE

MLP
𝑟 SMAPE

0.23
0.21

6.88
4.25

-0.17
0.03

6.82
4.33

-0.09
0.03

6.8
4.16

0.22
0.21

6.77
4.25

0.19
0.28

6.84
4.11

0.09
0.13

19.56
15.82

0.29
0.16
0.21
0.19
0.14

6.08
7.08
8.46
5.89
13.22

0.01
-0.1
-0.07
-0.14
-0.15

6.66
7.1
8.72
5.8
13.22

0.07
-0.0
-0.06
-0.06
-0.1

6.6
7.04
8.71
5.78
13.19

0.15
0.06
0.16
0.1
0.12

6.75
7.25
8.66
6.14
13.37

0.13
0.08
0.16
0.13
0.18

6.81
7.24
8.62
6.0
13.09

0.08
-0.02
0.1
0.02
0.01

22.3
22.64
22.66
21.74
20.72

0.14
0.13
0.21
0.21

6.90
10.89
8.51
10.06

-0.01
0.01
-0.04
-0.05

6.88
10.87
9.68
15.49

0.04
0.0
-0.13
-0.01

6.82
10.8
9.55
15.12

0.07
0.03
0.01
0.20

7.31
11.26
10.11
11.43

0.04
0.01
0.06
0.25

7.35
11.36
9.81
10.59

0.06
0.01
0.07
0.07

15.25
22.23
16.81
27.12
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Table A3. Generalized Models with PCA: Predicting psychological constructs with social media using the entire data of all
participants, after applying PCA-transformed features. Prediction algorithms used include Ridge, Elastic Net (ElNet), Support
Vector Regressor (SVR), XGBoost (XGB), Gradient Boosted Random Forest (GBR), and Multilayer Perceptron Regressor (MLP).
Reported accuracy numbers are Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(𝑟 ), which are pooled in 𝑘-fold cross-validation (𝑘=5). The bold-faced number in each row indicate the best performing model
for that construct.
Construct

Algorithm
Ridge
𝑟 SMAPE

Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

ElNet
𝑟 SMAPE

𝑟

SVR
SMAPE

𝑟

XGB
SMAPE

𝑟

GBR
SMAPE

MLP
𝑟 SMAPE

0.10
0.11

11.95
7.57

-0.19
-0.09

6.78
4.32

0.22
0.23

6.68
4.10

0.21
0.22

6.86
4.4

0.2
0.22

6.95
4.42

-0.06
0.12

22.44
29.34

0.12
0.03
0.11
0.11
0.02

10.89
11.25
13.43
10.1
22.47

-0.13
-0.14
-0.14
-0.15
-0.17

6.65
7.07
8.69
5.78
13.17

0.23
0.13
0.20
0.20
-0.02

6.40
6.97
8.47
5.66
13.29

0.16
0.12
0.17
0.11
0.07

6.68
7.13
8.73
6.01
13.54

0.16
0.11
0.19
0.12
0.05

6.64
7.19
8.66
5.98
13.48

0.14
0.08
0.1
0.11
0.09

15.87
16.22
16.25
14.02
21.8

0.05
0.07
0.07
0.04

11.38
17.54
15.41
26.74

-0.07
-0.17
-0.12
-0.14

6.88
10.89
9.66
15.52

0.13
-0.07
-0.0
0.10

6.79
10.82
9.51
15.04

0.09
0.10
0.05
0.09

7.15
11.29
9.93
15.94

0.03
0.10
0.0
0.12

7.24
11.38
10.06
15.68

0.03
0.12
0.10
0.12

29.89
22.91
30.92
24.60

Table A4. Contextualized Models with PCA: Predicting psychological constructs with social media separately for each
behaviorally contextualized clusters, after applying PCA-transformed features. Prediction algorithms used include Ridge,
Elastic Net (ElNet), Support Vector Regressor (SVR), XGBoost (XGB), Gradient Boosted Random Forest (GBR), and Multilayer
Perceptron Regressor (MLP). Reported accuracy numbers are Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (𝑟 ), which are pooled in 𝑘-fold cross-validation (𝑘=5). The bold-faced number in each row
indicate the best performing model for that construct.
Construct

Algorithm
Ridge
𝑟 SMAPE

Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

ElNet
𝑟 SMAPE

𝑟

SVR
SMAPE

𝑟

XGB
SMAPE

𝑟

GBR
SMAPE

MLP
𝑟 SMAPE

0.10
0.03

12.78
8.74

-0.05
0.09

6.91
4.31

0.14
0.14

6.75
4.14

0.21
0.17

6.97
4.49

0.16
0.21

7.11
4.46

-0.08
0.06

40.14
51.14

0.14
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.04

12.16
12.34
14.02
10.79
23.19

-0.0
-0.06
0.02
-0.15
-0.12

6.68
7.10
8.69
5.8
13.31

0.24
0.14
0.16
0.13
0.05

6.45
6.94
8.63
5.75
13.17

0.09
0.05
0.21
0.05
0.04

7.02
7.53
8.69
6.23
13.66

0.16
0.03
0.24
0.06
0.04

6.96
7.6
8.54
6.24
13.73

0.05
0.06
0.11
0.09
0.14

26.83
27.91
26.64
27.29
18.31

0.08
0.09
0.06
0.05

11.95
20.94
16.05
28.73

0.06
-0.05
-0.0
0.05

6.88
11.05
9.77
15.53

0.08
0.01
-0.01
0.18

6.81
10.81
9.5
11.00

0.14
0.09
0.10
0.05

7.22
11.35
9.88
16.23

0.16
-0.0
0.15
0.05

7.20
11.69
9.68
16.33

0.01
0.02
0.09
0.06

49.12
38.29
52.22
34.74
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Table A5. Physical Sensor based Models: Predicting psychological constructs with only physical sensor based features.
Prediction algorithms used include Ridge, Elastic Net (ElNet), Support Vector Regressor (SVR), XGBoost (XGB), Gradient
Boosted Random Forest (GBR), and Multilayer Perceptron Regressor (MLP). Reported accuracy numbers are Symmetric Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (𝑟 ), which are pooled in 𝑘-fold cross-validation
(𝑘=5). The bold-faced number in each row indicate the best performing model for that construct.
Construct

Algorithm
Ridge
𝑟 SMAPE

Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

ElNet
𝑟 SMAPE

𝑟

SVR
SMAPE

𝑟

XGB
SMAPE

𝑟

GBR
SMAPE

MLP
𝑟 SMAPE

0.12
0.10

6.81
4.33

-0.19
-0.14

6.78
4.33

0.03
0.12

6.75
4.13

0.11
-0.0

7.17
4.76

0.06
0.03

7.31
4.77

-0.06
-0.02

8.01
5.62

0.00
0.12
0.17
0.08
0.12

6.87
7.89
8.41
5.94
12.94

-0.13
-0.14
-0.14
-0.15
-0.17

6.65
7.07
8.69
5.78
13.17

-0.05
0.13
0.13
0.10
0.13

6.74
7.86
8.43
5.73
12.93

0.02
0.12
0.12
0.03
0.13

7.02
7.29
8.69
6.09
13.13

0.01
0.12
0.16
0.0
0.12

7.01
7.21
8.69
6.12
13.22

-0.02
-0.01
0.12
-0.03
0.08

8.05
8.21
9.3
7.13
14.34

0.11
0.09
0.11
0.17

7.90
11.88
9.45
16.28

-0.07
-0.17
-0.14
-0.14

6.88
10.89
9.66
15.52

0.11
-0.01
0.04
0.13

7.78
10.81
9.50
15.96

0.14
0.06
0.09
0.15

7.03
11.42
9.98
16.63

0.10
0.08
0.14
0.14

7.06
11.47
9.78
16.71

0.08
0.08
0.09
0.06

7.10
11.26
9.92
16.94

Table A6. Mixed-effects Models: Predicting psychological constructs with both physical activity and social media features
together. Prediction algorithms used include Ridge, Elastic Net (ElNet), Support Vector Regressor (SVR), XGBoost (XGB),
Gradient Boosted Random Forest (GBR), and Multilayer Perceptron Regressor (MLP). Reported accuracy numbers are
Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (𝑟 ), which are pooled in 𝑘-fold
cross-validation (𝑘=5). The bold-faced number in each row indicate the best performing model for that construct.
Construct

Algorithm
Ridge
𝑟 SMAPE

Cognitive Ability
Shipley (Abstraction)
Shipley (Vocabulary)
Personality Traits
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Affect and Wellbeing
Pos. Affect
Neg. Affect
Anxiety (STAI)
Sleep Quality (PSQI)

ElNet
𝑟 SMAPE

𝑟

SVR
SMAPE

𝑟

XGB
SMAPE

𝑟

GBR
SMAPE

MLP
𝑟 SMAPE

0.15
0.14

11.96
8.01

-0.19
-0.11

6.78
4.33

0.25
0.25

6.65
4.10

0.16
0.26

6.96
4.36

0.18
0.28

6.95
4.33

-0.02
0.12

22.2
29.37

0.13
0.09
0.03
0.07
0.10

11.14
10.93
13.98
9.88
21.18

-0.13
-0.14
-0.14
-0.15
-0.17

6.65
7.07
8.69
5.78
13.17

0.26
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.11

6.40
7.86
8.37
5.91
12.93

0.16
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.07

6.65
8.03
8.35
5.92
13.45

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.11
0.08

6.63
7.99
8.57
5.94
13.49

0.16
0.07
0.09
0.14
0.13

15.13
15.15
17.52
14.37
19.59

0.07
0.13
0.13
0.13

11.19
17.82
16.07
27.64

-0.0
-0.17
-0.08
-0.14

6.87
10.89
9.65
15.52

0.13
-0.05
0.02
0.20

6.77
10.83
9.50
14.9

0.13
0.13
-0.0
0.19

6.95
11.18
10.15
15.15

0.13
0.11
0.07
0.19

6.85
11.23
9.91
15.28

0.07
0.12
0.13
0.21

29.51
22.95
30.71
23.22
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